Elevate Customer Engagement
Benefits at a Glance
• Promotes growth and
boosts revenue
• Enhances mobile strategy
• Differentiates through
personalized customer
experiences
• Enables best use of in-house
experts

Deliver Consistent Service Across Channels
Mobile and web applications are rapidly becoming the face of most
businesses. Companies are moving beyond bricks and mortar to a fully
digitalized customer-centric service model, with new online and
mobile distribution channels designed to create a personalized user
experience.
eLoyalty, a TeleTech company, seamlessly connects
customers to enterprises anytime and anywhere from smart devices,
driving consistent interactions across multiple channels. As a result,
companies can provide superior service, form closer relationships, and
meet customers’ needs at their point of buying intent.

• Increases first call
resolution rates

Optimize Convenience

• Supports regulatory
compliance

Today’s customers are more informed and have ever-higher expectations.
They interact with businesses in person, on the phone, and online, using
a variety of personal devices. To support a customer-centric strategy,
companies are:

• Allows for reuse of
existing infrastructure

•
•
•
•

Seamless
User
Experience

Increasing customer relevance and intimacy with face-to-face
contact;
Providing a seamless experience across any device;
Enhancing their existing mobile applications to support rich
customer collaboration; and
Delivering mobile services in the context of an omnichannel
strategy that ties the mobile customer experience to branch,
contact center, and social media channels.

Create Personalized Experiences
Integrating collaboration, video and other functionality with existing
business and mobile applications allows customers to initiate personal
interactions with in-house personnel at the touch of a button. Powerful
developer toolkits light up applications with video chat, screen sharing,
co-browsing, drawing on screen, file transfer and more to facilitate an inperson experience between customers and experts. Companies can
transform customer service into a personalized customer experience,
while at the same time controlling costs and tapping the full potential of
internal knowledge and experience. eLoyalty’s mobile solution uses
Cisco® Unified Communications & Contact Center infrastructure, and is
able to integrate with corporate back-end systems as well as mobile and
web-based applications. Features include the ability to:
•

Integrate voice and video (without extra plugins or downloads)
with existing mobile and web applications so customers can
initiate live contact at the touch of a button;
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Mobile and Video
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Enable experts to see and control the customer’s screen, cobrowse, draw on screen to highlight key information, transfer files,
and push content to customers such as video clips or documents;
Capture contextual information about the user (profile, online
activity, and geo-location), relaying to the contact center for
context-based routing and other specialized call treatment;
Allow customers to smoothly escalate interactions from an instantmessage chat session to an audio or video call;
Deliver a complete omnichannel experience when integrated with
Cisco and multi-vendor solutions;
Promote growth and boost revenue by capturing sales at the point
of customer interaction, eliminating customer abandonment while
improving cross-sell ratios;
Use immersive video, Live Assist collaboration features and
intelligent routing capabilities to deliver personalized access to
experts everywhere;
Enhance regulatory compliance by utilization of built-in audio
recording to provide a full audit trail; and
Reuse existing contact center and collaboration infrastructure,
devices and programming logic.

Why eLoyalty?
eLoyalty, a TeleTech company, was the first North American partner to
achieve Cisco HCS Certification and Contact Center as a Service
Designation, has received the Cisco Advanced Technology Partner
Certification for Contact Center Enterprise and Customer Voice Portal, and
the Cisco Customer Satisfaction Award every year since 2007. We are the
only Cisco Cloud Partner offering a solution with this type of increased
flexibility and capability incorporated directly into the HCS platform.
Beyond the certifications and endorsements, however, we contend that
the satisfaction of one’s customers provides the best gauge of a business’
effectiveness and worth. With a 95 percent client renewal rate, eLoyalty
has proven itself a deserving partner as it helps chart customer experience
technology roadmaps, implementing cloud systems to provide safer,
faster, smarter, and more agile service interactions.
For more information, visit eloyalty.com or email
solutions@eloyalty.com.
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